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Title: In silico insights on the role of protein knots in mechanical stability and self-association
Objectives: Computational study of the free energy profiles of knot formation, stability, and impact
on self-association in UCH-L1, one of the most abundant proteins in the brain, whose misfolding has
been associated with the onset of Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases.
Methodology: Different experiments have shown that the folding pathway of the UCH-L1 protein
leads to several heterogeneous intermediate states with potential for self-aggregation
[10.1016/j.jmb.2016.04.002]. A key question is how the presence of knots in these intermediates
impacts the oligomerization process. Several tasks are devised in this work plan: (i) we will use
molecular dynamics (MD) and constant-pH MD simulations to study the conformational space of the
knotted UCH-L1; (ii) we will develop a new computational protocol based on steered MD coupled and
umbrella sampling to access the mechanical stability of knotted conformations including the native
structure and selected intermediates; (iii) we will also use Monte Carlo Ensemble Docking to generate
dimer configurations from selected intermediates, and submit them to long MD simulations where
the binding energies will be estimated from an MM-PBSA protocol; and finally, (iv) we will also study
the UCH-L1M form which is membrane-bound and, despite its link to ∝-synuclein accumulation and
neurotoxicity [10.1073/pnas.0806474106], it has not yet reached consensus among the scientific
community regarding its role [10.1074/jbc.M114.557124].
Framework: This PhD grant application sprouted from an ongoing collaboration between the two labs
supported by an FCT project (PTDC/FIS-OUT/28210/2017; PI: Faisca; Co-PI: Machuqueiro) and
participation in a COST Action (CA17139:EUTOPIA). This work plan will complement a larger project
(PI: Faísca) which is also finalized and will be submitted to the upcoming FCT project calls.
Supervisor: Miguel Machuqueiro (TL: Biological Chemistry & Bioinformatics)
Co-Supervisor: Patrícia Faísca (TL: Biophysics)
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Currently funded projects as project PI/coPI
Total current funding: ~650k €
List of funded projects as PI:
● Physical Basis of Disease: The case of Dialysis Related Amyloidosis (PI: Faisca; €195k; until
10/2022)
List of funded projects as Co-PI:
● Targeting multi-resistant tuberculosis with new potent isoniazid derivatives: an integrated
medicinal chemistry approach (coPI: Machuqueiro; €226k; until 09/2022)
● Deal with PAINS: strategies to identify membrane modulators (coPI: Machuqueiro; €235k;
until 09/2022)

